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About This Game

Description
Fear Of Nightmares: Madness Descent is a horror/puzzle solving indie game. This game contains flashing images and may
contain material that can be seemed as disturbing. It is recommended not to play this game if you have any disorders with

similar symptoms like epilepsy or heart diseases for that matter. I aswell as all sources, volunteers etc. Are NOT responsible for
any harm that may come from playing this game. Therefore play at own risk.

Difficulty
Another thing that should be noted is that this game is meant to be hard, there are only two different difficulties. Choosing

which difficulty to play can greatly change the experience you recieve playing this game.

Lore
While this game is a story based game, it can often be seen as vague as the lore is hidden which requires certain events in order
to unlock it. Ontop of this this game is the first of it's serie and therefore the lore is not fully written in this game which means

that there is no real ending in this game.

Game Length
The game is relatively short, it has seven different terrains that must be completed in order to fully complete the game. There is
also some hidden content to dwelve in for the most hardcore players (Note that some of theese contents can only be unlocked by

playing the hardest difficulty)

Gameplay
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Since Fear Of Nightmares: Madness Descent is a puzzle solving horror game. It is hard to get an enjoyable experience by trying
to speedrun it. It requires exploration as well as many tries over and over to complete.

OS/Controllers/System Requirement
This game is built for windows and works well for both 32 and 64 bit. As it was built for pc it only accepts keyboard and mouse
as controllers, if the request for other controllers is high this may change. Due to being an indie developer with very low budget
the amount of hardware i can access for now is very limited. This means that all system requirement i've written are based on
the hardware i pocess and not the actual hardware required to play this game. As such these system requirements may lower in

the future.

(Note again that so far this game does not support any other OS than windows).

Language
This game only supports English language.

Age Rating
Considering this game contains major elements of fear with little to no gore, swearing or violence. Anyone below 16 are

recommended NOT to play this game.
These ratings are based on common sense and are NOT legally legal, and as stated before, I'm NOT responsible for any damage

this game may cause.

Game Quality
Finally its worth noting that this game is made from a developer while learning, meaning that graphics aswell as code may not be
seen as very proffesional, which can cause glitches aswell as potentional game abuse like walljumping etc, ontop of that due to

lacking experience in coding steamworks sdk is not supported. Therefore this game does not support cloud saves or achivements
etc. Changes to the game will happen due to this. In case you're intrested in the story and what the game is more about please

read the short description written besides the trailer.

Other
Other information like FAQ, contact info etc. Can be found under the official fear of nightmares community. Contact

information can also be found when searching for
this game via steams support site.
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fear of nightmares madness descent. fear of nightmares madness descent jumpscare

yeezy 350 boost. The game is just ok. The animation is a little hit and miss. Sometimes the lips move for the characters you will
talk to and sometimes the lips wont move at all. Its odd. The puzzles in the game are mostly bad. I have skipped most of them as
they dont make much sense. Most are just trial and error puzzles. They are dull.

The story is dull and not very interesting. Graphics for locations are good. The hidden object puzzles are good. Artifex Mundi
did not make this game and I think it shows. The graphics are uneven and the puzzles are boring and the story usually something
that Artifex games are good for is not in this game.

Its not all bad. Its just a very standard HOG. Nothing really stands out. It does contain bonuses.

I just finished the bonus game. Its very short and mostly dull sadly. I would say it took me 30 minutes to beat the bonus part.
The puzzles were not very enjoyable and they used one puzzle twice. The first time was annoying let alone the second time..
Great skin with T2 lobby music. Perfect and cheap.. This game is amazing. I love games that genuinely are tailored by your
actions. This game is best played by not using the rewind button as it makes you think harder about your decisions when they are
permenant. The funny thing is, I don't even like to read books or lengthy stories which only means I recommend it even more as
I think a large majority of people can play this game and have fun. 8/10, We need more games like this that have this much
attention and detail put into it.. Graphics}---
☐ Masterpiece
☑ Beautiful
☐ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Will do
☐ Bad
☐ Awful
☐ Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
☐ Try not to get addicted
☐ Very good
☑ Good
☐ Nothing special
☐ Ehh
☐ Bad
☐ Just don’t

---{Audio}---
☐ Eargasm
☐ Very good
☑ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Not too bad
☐ Bad
☐ Earrape

---{Audience}---
☐ Kids
☐ Teens
☑ Adults
☐ Everyone

---{PC Requirements}---
☐ Check if you can run paint
☐ Potato
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☐ Minimum
☑ Decent
☑ Fast
☐ Rich boi
☐ Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulty}---
☐ Just press a bunch of buttons
☑ Easy
☐ Significant brain usage
☑ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Not so easy
☐ Difficult
☐ Dark Souls

---{Story}---
☐ Doesn’t have (Not counting historical stuff)
☐ Something isn’t nothing I guess
☐ Not great
☐ Average
☑ Good
☐ Lovely
☐ Will make you cry or smile a lot

---{Game Time}---
☐ Long enough for a cup of tea
☐ Short
☐ Average
☑ Long
☐ Depends on you
☑ Endless

---{Bugs}---
☐ Never had any
☑ Minor bugs
☐ Few bugs
☐ Can get annoying
☐ Ruining the game
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs
☑ Bad AI bots. they need to update it i cant access my menu.....

JUNK. This is not the original soundtrack, nor is it remastered. It is "reimagined" as per the detailed description in the store, but
I did not realise I needed to "read the fine print" on a "remastered original soundtrack" for a game I know and love. As it is, this
is worthless to me.

Were this the original soundtrack, I would complain about the MP3 files being named with non-descriptive "tail xxx" names and
having no meta data in them, but as it is not, the point is rather moot.. Amazing game, I like how if I pass the hill I fall in to an
endless loop.

This game is super duper awesome, I mean you can run through trees, and if you go underneath water you don't drown, and the
water disappears.. There is a bit of gramatical and spelling weirdness, but the game is a fairly solid if basic puzzle game. Took
me a while to beat all of the tutorial missions, but I rather enjoyed them, and they are essential to understanding the actual
missions.. Uhm I`m on Steam , really LOL !
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Yuuto is GOD. Awesome fun casual dungeon crawling RPG with multiple parties and a lot of customization. You can change a
ton of settings at the start of the game (spawn rate, world size, amount of dungeons, leveling rate, etc). Its very user friendly. I
haven't beat it yet but I still play from time to time.. Good that its on Linux, bad that it seems far far too demanding for system
resources for what it is!. Terrible terrible game, abandoned by the devs it seems and the game is a buggy mess. the game tries to
emulate games like Sega Soccer Slam or Mario Strikers but fails horribly even for the cheap price.

- full of bugs, many of them requires restarting the game.
- unresponsive controls, terrible A.I. and horrible input lag.
- sometimes goals won't count, sometimes goal kicks count as goals..etc.

stay away from this game at all costs and do yourself a favor by playing your old Sega Soccer slam or Mario Strikers games (or
at least use an emulator to play them).. This game is very similar to Orcs Must Die, which is what got me to check it out. The
traps are very similar, although the game levels are completely different. The enemies are quite well done! In Orcs Must Die I
will run around getting into skirmishes but here I found I did not want to get close to the enemies! I get startled when someone
comes up a side pass and jumps me!

I wanted to put an english review here so people have at least an idea of the quality. I played through the first level, got stuck at
the end where I think you are trying to get into the tomb? The pictograph instructions didn't help me until it was too late. I
finally figured out I had to put the blocks on the raised stones which I found out at that point were pressure plates. Sadly only
one block was left, I threw the others away and they glitched out when respawning.

The best part is when you are placing traps the left hand lets you choose the trap and your right hand has a little diorama of the
trap in action. I thought it was really cool and something VR can do well. Most of the help is in english, there is a little text at the
start that is not, hopefully it isn't important! :)

The graphics are stunning, and I'm having fun. Worth the price I think!. This game was a total surprise. An impulse purchase at
a friends suggestion as we love co-op games. This game is so much fun to play. We had a blast. You get to unlock more perks,
weapons and costumes as you gain experience. The maps are fun and the different difficulty levels mix things up. Despite the
negative reviews it's a lot of fun even on your own.. This is a terribly made game. The cutscenes don't work and it is very hard to
navigate through the area. To top it off I still haven't found a way out of Act 1!

0/10 DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. whats the key to save the game? i couldnt find it lol. A good idea, but executed in a way that
is more about padding out as much as possible to give you the illusion of the game being longer than it actually is.

Throw in poorly created bossfights that are more about being able to follow them as they fly around,(prolonging the game even
more) than being fights where you have to figure out how to defeat them and find their weak spots or fatiqued state.

I started out being interested in this game and caught up by the story, but it falls short in the end, making you feel unsatisfied
both story-wise, but also game-wise
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